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HYSTERESIS-BASED DESIGN OF DYNAMIC REFERENCE
TRAJECTORIES TO AVOID SATURATION
IN CONTROLLED WIND TURBINES

†

Christian Tutivén, Yolanda Vidal, Leonardo Acho and José Rodellar
ABSTRACT
The main objective of this paper is to design a dynamic reference
trajectory based on hysteresis to avoid saturation in controlled wind turbines.
Basically, the torque controller and pitch controller set-points are hysteretically
manipulated to avoid saturation and drive the system with smooth dynamic
changes. Simulation results obtained from a 5MW wind turbine benchmark
model show that our proposed strategy has a clear added value with respect
to the baseline controller (a well-known and accepted industrial wind turbine
controller). Moreover, the proposed strategy has been tested in healthy
condition but also in presence of a realistic fault where the baseline controller
caused saturation to finally conduct to instability.
Key Words: Hysteresis, avoid saturation, wind turbine, super-twisting, fault
tolerant control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In control systems, every actuator is prone to
saturation due to its maximum and minimum physical
limits. The analysis and design of a system that contains
saturation nonlinearities, such as actuator saturation, is
an important and challenging problem [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. It
is important that the control design takes into account
the actuator limits to avoid undesirable effects such
as transient response, degradation of the closed-loop
performance, and even closed-loop instability [2]. In
wind turbines (WTs) saturation can create limit cycles
inducing dangerous vibrations on the WT structure.
In the literature, there have been efforts in
addressing actuator saturation. For example, reference
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[6] presents a synthesis of modern anti-windup
techniques. A direct approach to deal with actuator
saturation in wind turbines is used in [7] where an
anti-windup controller to minimize the H∞ norm of
the closed-loop system is designed. The design of
a compensation method, which is based on variable
structure systems to avoid both amplitude and rate input
saturation by means of an auxiliary loop, is presented in
[8]. In [9] the enlargement of the domain of stability
of an actuator constrained state time-delay system with
a novel dynamic two controller anti-windup design is
proposed. It is also relevant the recent research on
model predictive control in which constraint handling
is given to cope with the actuator physical limitations,
see [10, 11]. Note that, in WT, some kind of faults can
saturate the control action [12], and these saturation
nonlinearities might lead to instability. Therefore, a
robust system against saturation can better deal with
faults.
Research into fault tolerant control (FTC) methods
that allow WTs to continue operating in the presence
of faults (at least during a reasonable time to take a
corrective action [13]) are the crucial part to extend
operating periods and thus minimize downtime and
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maximize productivity of WTs. FTC methods can
be classified into two categories: passive and active
methods [14]. The passive FTC takes into account
some predefined fault modes in the design stage [15].
Hence, when the fault occurs, the controller is able to
maintain the stability of the system with an acceptable
degradation of its performance, and requires neither
fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) systems nor a
controller reconfiguration. In contrast, for active FTC it
is indispensable to use a fault detection (FD) algorithm
in order to react to the system failures actively by
reconfiguring the controllers so that the stability and
acceptable performance of the entire system can be
maintained [16]. Recent years have seen a growing
number of publications in the application of passive
FTC to WTs. For example, a compensation technique
for input constraints avoidance to the pitch control of a
wind turbine is proposed in [8], and [17] proposes a new
indirect adaptive fault-tolerant controller design method
via state feedback for actuator fault compensation.
In this work, an avoid saturation control strategy
is proposed based on reference adaptation ideas, using
a hysteresis model in such a way that the actuator
dynamics stay properly within the actuator physical
limits. The motivation to use hysteresis to handle
the controller set-point (to conduct the closed-loop
system with a smooth behavior and to avoid saturation)
comes from the fact that hysteresis incorporates smooth
dynamics and history dependence. In particular, it
incorporates the fact that the response for a decrease
in the input variable is different from the response
for an increase. The proposed strategy is tested
in healthy condition but also under a fixed pitch
angle measurement fault, thus showing the enhanced
robustness of the closed loop system. Up to the authors
knowledge, is the first time that hysteresis concept is
used to derive dynamic reference trajectories in control
loops.
The paper is divided into five sections. Section
II presents general control concepts for WTs and
introduces the selected 5MW benchmark WT used in
the simulations. Also, the baseline control strategy for
the Upwind 5MW wind turbine based on classical
control methods and the controllers used in the
proposed strategy (based on the super-twisting method
[18]) are explained in this section. In section III
the design of the proposed avoid saturation strategy
is stated. In section IV the simulations results are
presented and analyzed. Finally, section V provides the
conclusions.

Table 1. WT Characteristics.
Rated power (Pn )
Number of blades
Height of tower
Rotor diameter
Cut in, Rated, Cut-Out Wind Speed
Gearbox ratio
Nominal generator speed (ωg,n )

5 MW
3
87.6m
126m
3m/s, 11.4m/s, 25m/s
98
1173.7 rpm

II. GENERAL CONCEPTS
2.1. Reference 5MW wind turbine
In this work, the wind turbine given by the
benchmark model in [19] is used. This benchmark
utilizes FAST and thus proposes a higher-fidelity
model of the WT, see [20]. The FAST code is an
aerolastic simulator capable of predicting the extreme
and fatigue loads of two and three bladed horizontal
axis wind turbines. This simulator was developed by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and
has been accepted by the scientific community and is
used by many researchers in the development of new
control systems for wind turbines, e.g. [21, 22, 23].
Numerical validation with FAST is performed with the
NREL 5MW on-shore wind turbine. The wind turbine
characteristics are summarized in Table 1, see [24].
In this work, the generator-converter and the pitch
actuators are modeled and implemented externally; i.e.
apart from the embedded FAST code. Thus, the next
subsections will introduce these models as well as the
generated wind data sets.
2.2. Wind modeling
In fluid dynamics, turbulence is a flow regime
characterized by chaotic property changes [25]. This
includes low momentum diffusion, high momentum
convection, and rapid variation of pressure and velocity
in space and time [26]. In the simulations, new wind
data sets are generated in order to capture a more
realistic turbulent wind simulation and, thus, to test
the turbine controllers in a more realistic scenario.
The turbulent-wind simulator TurbSim [27] developed
by NREL is used and a full TurbSim wind field is
employed in the simulations (Section IV). Fig. 1 shows
the nominal downwind component of the hub-height
wind velocity.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the wind speed
covers the full load region (also called region 3) as
its values range from 12.91m/s up to the maximum of
22.57m/s.
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controllers and refer to them as the baseline torque and
pitch controllers, as they are used in the literature for
comparison purposes, e.g. [21, 22, 29, 30, 31].
The torque and pitch controllers use the generator
speed measurement as input. To mitigate highfrequency excitation of the control system, we filtered
the generator speed measurement, using a recursive,
single-pole low-pass filter with exponential smoothing
as proposed by [24].
In the full load region, the torque controller
maintains regulated the generated power, thus the
generator torque is proposed inversely proportional to
the filtered generator speed [20], or,

Fig. 1. Nominal downwind component of the hub-height wind velocity.

2.3. Generator-converter actuator model
The generator and converter dynamics can be
modeled by a first-order differential system [28]
τ˙g (t) + αgc τg (t) = αgc τ̂g,r (t),

(1)

where τg is the generator torque, τ̂g,r is the torque
reference to the generator and αgc is the generator and
converter model parameter (in the simulations αgc = 50
[24]). The electrical power produced by the generator
can be modeled by
Pe (t) = ηg ωg (t)τg (t),

(2)

where ηg is the generator efficiency (in the simulations
η = 0.98) and ωg is the generator speed measurement.
2.4. Pitch actuator model
The hydraulic pitch system can be modelled by a
second order system, see [19], with reference angle βˆc
and actual pitch angle βi as
β̈i (t) + 2ζωn β̇i (t) + ωn2 βi (t) = ωn2 βˆc (t),

(3)

where ζ is the damping factor and ωn is the natural
frequency. This transfer function is associated to the
pitch control system of every blade (i = 1, 2, 3). For
the healthy case, the parameters ζ = 0.6 and ωn =
11.11rad/s are used [19].
2.5. Baseline controllers
The 5MW reference wind turbine given by FAST
contains torque and pitch controllers for the full
load region, see [24]. In this section we recall these

3

τg,r (t) =

Pref(t)
,
ω̂g (t)

(4)

where Pref is the reference power (normally the nominal
value is used), and ω̂g is the filtered generator speed.
This controller will be referred as the baseline torque
controller. As the generator may not be able to supply
the desired electromechanic torque depending on the
operating conditions, and in the case of overshooting,
the torque controller is saturated to a maximum of
47402.9Nm, rate limited to a maximum of 15000Nm/s
[24], and is recalled τ̂g,r . It is important that the
control design takes into account these actuator limits.
Otherwise, undesirable effects can appear such as
transient response, degradation of the closed-loop
performance, and even closed-loop instability [2].
Obviously, all these degradation performance effects
arrive from the saturation core, among other harmful
events. Furthermore, saturation can create limit cycles
inducing dangerous vibrations on the wind turbine
structure.
To assist the torque control with regulating the
wind turbine electrical power output, while avoiding
significant loads and maintaining the rotor speed within
acceptable limits, a collective pitch controller is added
to the generator speed tracking error. The collective
blade pitch gain scheduling PI-controller (GSPI) is one
of the first well-documented controllers and it is used
in the literature as a baseline controller to compare the
obtained results. This GSPI control is a collective pitch
controller that compensates the nonlinearities in the
turbine by changing the controller gains according to
a scheduling parameter. This controller was originally
developed by Jonkman for the standard land-based
5MW turbine, see [24]. The GSPI control has the
generator speed as input and the pitch servo set-point,
βc , as output. That is,
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Z t
βc (t)=Kp (γ)(ω̂g (t) − ωg,r (t))+Ki (γ) (ω̂g (t) − ωg,r (t))dτ,
0

(5)

i = 1, 2, 3,

where ωg,r is the reference generator speed (usually the
nominal value is used) and the scheduling parameter γ
is obtained by averaging the measurements of all pitch
angles as
3
P
βi (t)
.
γ = i=1
3
The scheduled gains are calculated following [24].
Finally, to not exceed the mechanical limitations of
the pitch actuator, the input signal βc is saturated to a
maximum of 90◦ and a rate limit of 8◦ /s [24], and finally
called βˆc .
2.6. Super-Twisting algorithm controllers
The torque controller used by the proposed
strategy is the scalar super-twisting algorithm (STA)
based controller [18]:
ẏ(t) = −α2 sgn(Pe (t) − Pref (t)) + α3 ass (t),
p
τg,r (t) = −α1 |Pe (t) − Pref (t)|sgn(Pe (t) − Pref (t))
+ y(t),

(6)
where α1 , α2 , α3 > 0 and ass (t) is the side-to-side
acceleration measured at the tower top. The stability
analysis for this controller is given in [18]. Note that
τg,r (t) is the torque control signal before the saturation
and rate limiter actions (see Fig. 7).
We use the STA based pitch controller [18]:
ż(t) = sgn(ω̂g (t) − ωg,r (t)) + α4 af a (t),
βc (t) = Kp (γ)(ω̂g (t) − ωg,r (t)) + Ki (γ)z(t),

(7)

where α4 > 0, af a (t) is the fore-aft acceleration
measured at the tower top, and βc (t) is the collective
pitch control before the saturation and rate limiter
actions (see Fig. 7).
The STA-based torque and pitch controllers [18],
compared to the baseline controllers, improve the
overall performance of the WT in healthy and faulty
conditions, and reduce the fore-aft and side-to-side
accelerations, which is relevant in terms of vibration
reduction. Under actuator saturation, the baseline and
the STA-based controllers, both, may induce limit
cycles. In this case, it leads to instability of the overall

closed-loop system (a phenomenon also observed in
controlled mechanical systems under saturation (see,
for instance [32]).
The proposed saturation strategy can be used with
any controller. In this work, it is used in conjunction
with the baseline controllers and also with the STAbased controllers. Their respective performances are
compared to the baseline controllers without any
saturation strategy.

III. DESIGN OF THE HYSTERESIS-BASED
AVOID SATURATION STRATEGY
Recall that WTs are basically controlled by
manipulating the generator load torque (with the socalled torque control) and the blade pitch angles (with
the so-called pitch control). These two controllers
unitedly work to achieve the control objectives. Note
that the main torque control objective is to regulate the
electrical power and the main pitch control objective is
to regulate the generator speed. This section describes
the design of a strategy for saturation avoidance (SSA)
based on a hysteresis law. Its main objective is to
dynamically adapt the reference power (Pref ) and the
reference generator speed (ωg,r ) to avoid saturation
and the consequent undesired effects, guaranteeing the
closed-loop operation of the control system.
The first step is to define a so-called safety band
(narrower than the band given by the actuator saturation
limits) such that when the torque control signal leaves
this band the reference power and generator speed are
readjusted to bring back the torque control signal into
the safety band. The safety band is defined by an upper
torque value (τu ) and a lower torque value (τl ) given as
follows and illustrated in Fig. 2,
τu = τn + h,

τl = τn − h,

(8)

where τn is the nominal torque and h is defined as
h=

τmax − τn
,
p

(9)

where p > 1 is a parameter to be selected (the larger
the value of p, the narrower will be the safety band)
and τmax is the maximum allowable torque (saturation
limit). Table 2 gives values of the above parameters,
which will be used later on in the simulation results.
The second step is to introduce hysteretic loops
relating the torque control signal, τ̂g,r , with the
desired reference power, Pref , and the desired reference
generator speed, ωg,r , respectively. With the purpose of
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Table 2. Values used by the SSA in the numerical simulations
τmax
τn
τu
τl
α
p
Pn
Pu
Pl
ωg,n
ωg,u
ωg,l

47.40 KNm
40.68 KNm
41.80 KNm
39.55 KNm
0.5
6
5.00 MW
5.97 MW
4.07 MW
122.91 rad/s
142.91 rad/s
102.91 rad/s

τ̂g,r (KNm)

τmax
τu

1

2

5

6

h
τn
h
τl

introducing the idea in a qualitative manner, Figures
2 and 3 are described to illustrate scenarios where the
torque control leaves the safety band with either an
increasing or decreasing tendency.
Point 1 in Fig. 2 indicates a time instant in which
the torque control signal, τ̂g,r , surpasses the upper
torque value τu . Then, the hysteretic loop, as indicated
by point 1 in Fig. 3, readjusts the reference power,
Pref , to a slightly lower value (called Pl ) with respect
to the nominal one, Pn . A similar loop is considered
for the reference generator speed, ωg,r , in Fig. 3 with
the corresponding lower value ωg,l . These lower values
for the reference signals drive the torque control signal
back to the safety band region (see point 2 in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3).
On the other hand, when the torque control signal,
τ̂g,r , falls below the lower torque value, τl , (see point
3 in Fig. 2) the reference power and the reference
generator speed are adapted to slightly upper values
with respect to the nominal ones, called Pu and ωg,u
(see point 3 in Fig. 3). These increased values for the
reference signals drive the torque control signal back to
the safety band region (see point 4 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
The lower values ωg,l , Pl and the upper values
ωg,u , Pu are parameters of the SSA. In the simulations
we use the values shown in Table 2.
One way to construct a hysteresis loop is through
a special dynamic system described by a nonlinear
differential equation. In this work, the following system
is used
ż(t) = α[−z(t) + bsgn(x(t) + asgn(z(t)))],

α > 0,
(10)
where a and b are the hysteresis loop parameters shown
in Fig. 4. This is a BIBO-stable system previously
proposed in [33]. The transition speed between b and
−b is governed by the positive parameter α. With
illustrative purposes, Fig. 5 shows the hysteretic loop

3

4

0
t(s)
Fig. 2. Safety band defined by the upper torque value (τu ) and the lower
torque value (τl ).

Pref (MW)
ωg,r ( rad
s )

Pu
ωg,u

4

1,5

3

2,6

Pn
ωg,n
Pl
ωg,l

τl

τn

τu τ̂g,r (KNm)

Fig. 3. Hysteresis-based reference signals readjustment.

obtained for the input x = 10 sin(t) with parameters
a = b = 1, and α = 10. The vertical axis is −z(t)
instead of z(t), in order to obtain an hysteresis loop with
clock-wise orientation as proposed in Figure 3. Note
that the hysteresis-loop generated by (10) is centered in
the origin. However, torque values are centered around
τn , and set-point values, Pref and ωg,r , are centered
around Pn and ωg,n respectively, see Fig. 3. Thus, in
order to adapt this hysteretic system, a translation is
needed as shown in Fig. 6. This translation is done
by substracting the nominal torque, τn , before the
hysteresis block and adding the corresponding nominal
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Fig. 6. Avoid saturation strategy (SSA) block (a = 1.12KNm, b1 =
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in terms of the integral absolute error through the
following performance indices:
Rt
JP (t) = 0 |Pe (τ ) − Pn |dτ ,

0.5
0
−0.5

Jω (t) =

Rt
0

−1
−1.5
−10

−5
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5

10

x
Fig. 5. Simulation results: −z versus x.

reference values (power, Pn , and generator speed, ωg,n ,
respectively) after this block. Figure 6 depicts the final
SSA block, where the input is the torque control signal
and the outputs are the reference generator speed and
the reference power.
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the closed-loop system for the
5MW benchmark wind turbine, including the generator,
pitch actuator, torque and pitch STA controllers and
integrating the newly proposed SSA block.

IV. Results
The study compares the performance of the
contributed SSA added to the baseline and also to the
STA controllers, with respect to the standard baseline
controller under two scenarios: fixed pitch measurement
fault and healthy case.
The response of the electrical power, generator
speed and accelerations at the tower top are analyzed

|ωg (τ ) − ωg,n |dτ ,

J1 (t) =

Rt
0

|af a (τ )|dτ ,

J2 (t) =

Rt

|ass (τ )|dτ ,

0

where Pn is the rated power, ωg,n is the nominal
generator speed (see Table 2); af a (t) is the fore-aft
acceleration and ass (t) is the side-to-side acceleration,
both measured at the tower top.
4.1. Fixed pitch angle measurement fault
The origin of a possible fixed pitch angle measurement fault can be either electrical or mechanical
[28]. Moreover, noise can be present in measurements.
Thus, in the numerical simulations, random noise is
added to the pitch measurements as proposed in [19].
This noise represents measurement noise either due to
the measuring process or due to electrical noise in the
system. In the simulation, the fault is introduced only
to the third pitch angle measurement, β3 , which holds a
constant fault value of 1 deg. (see [19]).
From Figures 8 (top) and 9 (top) we can observe
that, with this fault, the standard baseline controllers
(blue line) saturate and give rise to instability of the
closed-loop system. On the other hand, the proposed
SSA design, when used with the STA (green line) or
the baseline controllers (red line), avoids saturation of
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the STA controllers with the added avoid saturation strategy (STA+SSA).
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the lifetime of these mechanical components. Moreover,
according to Fig. 8 (bottom), the frequency harmonic
content of the torque signal is also reduced, leading
to a vibration attenuation in the WT structure. And
according to Fig. 9, a similar performance is appreciated
for the pitch angle control signal. On the other hand,
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Fig. 8. Torque control (top), and its Fourier transform (bottom) with
fixed pitch angle measurement.

τg,r (t), maintaining its values within the configured
limits (τu and τl ). Note that both torque and pitch
control signals are smooth with a low dynamic activity
(with respect to the standard baseline controllers)
thanks to the used hysteresis system. This decreased
actuators usage is relevant since it helps to increase
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Fig. 9. Pitch angle β1 (deg) (top), and its Fourier transform (bottom)
with fixed pitch angle measurement fault.
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Figures 10 and 11 show that, with the proposed
SSA strategy (when added to the baseline or STA
controllers), the electrical power and generator speed
are controlled close to the nominal value, even when the
fault is present. Clearly, the standard baseline controller
becomes unstable (blue line) for this type of fault.
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The simulation results, previously discussed,
have been also reproduced in a healthy scenario.
From Figures 12 and 13, the electrical power and
generator speed are correctly regulated with a similar
performance for the three tested controllers: baseline,
baseline plus SSA, and STA plus SSA.
Similarly to the faulty case, the proposed strategy
has a smoother torque control performance, with respect
to the baseline, maintaining its values within the
configured limits (τu and τl ), as can be observed in Fig.
14.
Recall that, when designing the pitch angle control
loop, it is of great importance to avoid a high activity of
the actuator, since it could not only lead to damage but
also give rise to unstable modes of operation, see [34].
At this respect, the pitch control, shown in Fig. 15, is
smoothed with the proposed strategy with respect to the
baseline controllers.

n
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Fig. 12. Electrical Power (healthy case).

Lastly, due to the fact that the torque and pitch
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Table 3. Influence of narrowing the safety band on the operation and the performance of the WT: mean and standard deviation.
Controller
Baseline
Baseline+SSA
Baseline+SSA

p
6
10

Pe
4900.7
5004.9
4903.7

mean
ωg
1175.4
1199.8
1187.7

τc
40.7
40.7
40.3

β
15.1
14.8
15.0

Table 4. Influence of narrowing the safety band on the operation
and the performance of the WT: performance indices.
p

Jp

Jw

J1

J2

Baseline
Baseline+SSA
Baseline+SSA

6
10

1.7e+05
1.3e+05
1.4e+05

4.9e+04
4.3e+04
4.2e+04
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70.8
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Fig. 14. Torque control (top), and its Fourier transform (bottom) in
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actions are softer, this strategy reduces the accelerations
on the tower (see Figures 16 and 17). In particular J1 (t)
(related to fore-aft accelerations) and J2 (t) (related to
side-to-side accelerations) indices have been reduced
with respect to the standard baseline controllers.
Tables 3 and 4 show the influence of narrowing the
safety band on the operation and the performance of the
WT. Comparison between the baseline controller and
different values of p used in the baseline plus SSA show
that the standard deviation of electrical power, generator
speed, torque control and pitch angle are dramatically

reduced with the proposed strategy, while mean values
remain similar (see table 3). Table 4 shows that the
proposed strategy improves all the performance indices,
however increasing p (narrowing the safety band) does
not lead always to a reduction in all the performance
indices. Thus, to determine the optimal p value an
optimization problem should be solved predefining an
objective functional to be minimized. This is beyond the
scope of this paper.

V. Conclusions
The main contribution of this work is a novel
avoid saturation strategy (up to the authors knowledge,
hysteresis loops have not been previously considered in
this context), which also reduces significantly the torque
and pitch actuators activity as well as the fore-aft and
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Fig. 15. Pitch angle β1 (deg), and its Fourier transform (bottom) in
healthy case.
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Fig. 17. Side-to-side accelerations at top tower (healthy case).

to the baseline controllers). That is, lower activity of
the torque and pitch actuators is obtained, thus bringing
on an extended lifetime of the actuators. Moreover,
according to the numerical results, the overall closedloop system is robust against the studied fault.
Although the avoid saturation strategy has been
proposed within a control scheme and a control
methodology for wind turbines, the concept can also
be applied in other control problems and along
with a variety of control methodologies where the
design of dynamic reference trajectories with memory
capabilities can be advisable.
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